Abstract. The present paper surveys recent developments in algorithmic teaching. First, the traditional teaching dimension model is recalled.
Introduction
When preparing a lecture, a good teacher is carefully selecting informative examples. Additionally, a good teacher is taking into account that students do not memorize everything previously taught. And usually we make a couple of assumptions about the learners. They should neither be ignorant, lazy, nor should they be tricky. Thus, it is only natural to ask whether or not such human behavior is at least partially reflected in some algorithmic learning and/or teaching models studied so far in the literature.
Learning concepts from examples has attracted considerable attention in learning theory and machine learning. Typically, a learner does not know much about the source of these examples. Usually the learner is required to learn from all such sources, regardless of their quality. This is even true for the query learning model introduced by Angluin [1,2], since the teacher or oracle, though answering truthfully, is assumed to behave adversarially whenever possible. Therefore, it was only natural to ask whether or not one can also model scenarios in which a helpful teacher is honestly interested in the learner's success.
Perhaps the first approach was proposed by Freivalds, Kinber, and Wiehagen [3, 4] . They developed a learning model in the inductive inference paradigm of identifying recursive functions in which the learner is provided with good examples chosen by an implicitly given teacher. Jain, Lange, and Nessel [5] adopted this model to learn recursively enumerable languages from good examples in the inductive inference paradigm.
The next step was to consider teaching as the natural counterpart of learning. Teaching has been modeled and investigated in various ways within algorithmic learning theory. However, the more classical models studied so far all follow one of two basically different approaches.
In the first approach, the goal is to find a teacher and a learner such that a given learning task can be carried out by them. Jackson and Tomkins [6] as well as Goldman and Mathias [7, 8] defined models of teacher/learner pairs where teachers and learners are constructed explicitly. In all these models, some kind of adversary disturbing the teaching process is necessary to avoid collusion between the teacher and the learner. That is, when modeling teaching, a major problem consists in avoiding coding tricks. Though there is no generally accepted definition of coding tricks, it will be clear from our exposition that no form of coding tricks is used and thus no collusion occurs.
Angluin and Kriķis' [9,10] model prevents collusion by giving incompatible hypothesis spaces to teacher and learner. This makes simple encoding of the target impossible.
In the second approach, a teacher has to be found that teaches all deterministic consistent learners. Here a learner is said to be consistent if its hypothesis is correctly reflecting all examples received. This prevents collusion, since teaching happens the same way for all learners and cannot be tailored to a specific one. Goldman, Rivest, and Shapire [11] and Goldman and Kearns [12] substitute the adversarial teacher in the online learning model by a helpful one selecting good examples. They investigate how many mistakes a consistent learner can make in the worst case. In Shinohara and Miyano's [13] model the teacher produces a set of examples for the target concept such that it is the only consistent one in the concept class. The size of this set is the same as the worst case number of mistakes in the online model. This number is termed the teaching dimension of the target. Because of this similarity we shall from now on refer to both models as the teaching dimension model (abbr. TD model).
One difficulty of teaching in the TD model results from the fact that the teacher is not knowing anything about the learners besides them being consistent. In reality a teacher can benefit a lot from knowing the learners' behavior or their current hypotheses. It is therefore natural to ask how teaching can be improved if the teacher may observe the learners' hypotheses after each example. We refer to this scenario as to teaching with feedback.
After translating this question into the TD model, one sees that there is no gain in sample size at all. The current hypothesis of a consistent learner reveals nothing about its following hypothesis. Even if the teacher knew the hypothesis and provided a special example in response, he can only be sure that the learner's next hypothesis will be consistent. But this was already known to the teacher. So, in the TD model, feedback is useless.
There are also several other deficiencies in the teaching models studied so far. These deficiencies include that the order in which the teacher presents examples
